
 

  

Call Buyers in Residio as Option Traders and Insiders See Value in Weakness 

Ticker/Price: REZI ($19.60) 
 

Analysis: 

Resideo Tech (REZI) basing after the earnings beat down and seeing unusual 750 May $20 calls bought $1.15 to $1.35 

this morning as shares base and follows buyers in May $17.50 calls back on 11/26 with 1,400 remaining in open interest, a 

large gap overhead for shares to close. The $2.47B provider of residential comfort and security solutions trades 10.8X 

Earnings, 0.5X Sales, 6.2X FCF and 6.5X EV/EBITDA. REZI has a fairly tepid growth outlook with 3-5% annual top-line 

growth seen. REZI recently with a large insider purchase by Director Roger Fradin of 25,000 shares at $20.41, a more 

than $510K investment. REZI has seen a number of smaller insider buys since its spinoff from Honeywell with the largest 

being a $160K and $200K buy back in November between $20.50 and $21.50. REZI is counting on new products to drive 

growth and operates in a huge and growing TAM with home-based IoT expected to be a $53B market in 2019 and up to 

$94B in 2023. They expect to gain share as they leverage a 150M home install base and wide network of contractors. 

Analysts have an average target for shares of $26 with limited coverage but three buy ratings. Imperial started at 

Outperform this week citing REZI’s "significant presence" in the connected premises software solutions market with 4.7M 

connected customers and 2.3M security panel signals transmitted daily. BAML started at Buy. They expect management to 

execute on 4%+ organic sales growth driven by growth in the connected home space, a residential thermal solutions 

replacement cycle, and leveraging relationships in the contractor channel. Short interest remains low at 2% of the float. 

Carlson Capital has a 1% weighting and Mason Capital a 2.1% weighting in Q4 filings.  

Hawk Vision: 

 

Trading Strategy: REZI becomes a longer-term value play at this level and supported by Insider buys which 
I like to see to add confidence, a name that seems one can own versus recent lows. 

 

Confidence Ranking: $$ 


